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ABSTRACT

A new class of E-plane integrated circuit millimeter-

wave bandpass filters is introduced which provide high

skirt selectivity by comprising inductively coupled stop-

band sections. The structure is simple, fully compatible

with the E-plane manufacturing process, and does not re-

quire fine tuning elements. The design procedure is based

on an efficient but rigorous modal S-matrix method in-

cluding higher-order mode interactions and finite metal-

lization thicknesses. Optimized design data are presented

for 33 and 94 GHz in Ka- and W-band, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

All-metal insert E-plane integrated circuit filters [1]

are well established low-cost, low-loss and mass-producible

components in microwave and millimeter-wave technol-

ogy. Numerical design calculations [2] are in extremely

close agreement with measurements (up to 150 GHz) [3],

and steps have been taken to improve the passband sepa-

ration as well as the stopband attenuation [4, 5].

However, the moderate skirt selectivity of these filters

compared with dual-mode resonator designs, e.g. [6-8],

is still a disadvantage. Since increasing the number of

resonators usually leads to higher insertion loss [9], and

since metal insert filters are not suitable for dual-mode op-

eration, one way to accomplish improved skirt selectivity

is to add stopband circuits capable of providing attenu-

ation peaks in the overall frequency response. This can

be achieved by mounting slot- or iris-coupled waveguide

resonators on top of the filter housing [10]. A different

approach using two-path cutoff waveguide dielectric res-
on at or filters is proposed in [11]. However, none of these

structures is suitable for E-plane integrated circuit fabri-

cat ion.

This paper presents a new class of E-plane metal insert

filters (Fig. 1), where attenuation peaks in the bandpass

filter response are provided by inductively coupled wave-

.guide resonators rather than by slot-coupled ones. There-

fore, the structure is fully compatible with millimeter-

~ave integrated circuit designs and the low-co;jt E-plane

manufacturing process.

Since the computer-aided design method is based on

i rigorous field theory treatment including higher-order

node interactions and the finite thickness of the metal

~trips, no post-tuning elements, such as screws or sliding

shorts, are required.

Figure 1. Perspective view of the new E-plane filter.

II. THEOI?Y AND 13ESIGN

The field theory treatment of the new E-ulane filter

structure is based on a selected-mode scattering matrix

method. Assuming an incident TEIO wave, the conven-

tional metal insert filter can be analyzed by a set of lon-

gitudinal section TE~O modes [2, 3], whereas the E-plane

waveguide T-junction calculation requires TE~~ modes [12].

This adds up to the five field components of the TE~~

mode spectrum, which sufficiently describes the behavior

of the field within the structure as long as b is less than

d~ and d6 (cf. Fig. 2b).
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Therefore, the electromagnetic field in each homoge-

neous subregion

may be expressed in terms of corresponding eigenfunc-

tions. The vector potential function Ah= then takes the

form

. [V&exp(-~kz~..z) - Rmn exp(+jkz~.z)] (2)

6.. = kronecker delta

Vmw and Rmn are the amplitudes of forward and back-

ward traveling waves, respect ively, kzmn is the related

propagation constant in that subregion, and kzm equals

2rrnr/(a – t) in metal insert sections or (2rn – l)x/a in

waveguide sections to account for the y – z-symmetry

plane at z = a/2 (Fig. 2a). Am. is used to normalize

the power to lW (propagating mode) or ~lW (evanes-

cent mode). Since the waveguide height is kept constant
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Figure 2. E-plane integrated circuit filter with improved

skirt select ivit y; a) Metal insert mounted in waveguide

housing; b) Sideview.

for both, the metal insert filter section (10 – tN) and the

E-plane stubs (dl – d~), eqn. 2 is used to represent the

corresponding stub sections by exchanging y and z.

According to Kuehn [13] the waveguide T-junct ion may

be regarded as a resonator area formed by width a, height

b and length b. Its vector potential function is a super-

position of the eigenfunctions of the three common cross-

sections left, right and above the resonator area (cf. Fig.

2b) [13]. Matching the resonator modes to those of the

connected waveguides yields the modal scattering subma-

trices ~11 to &3 of the three-port T-junction [12, 13].

With the matrix &l containing the input reflection coef-

ficients for the stub (o!l – d3) the overall two-port S-matrix

& of the T-junction including the stub is given by

a

I
“ ;0 32 34
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Figure 3. Responses of inductively coupled waveguide

stopband circuits: a = 2b = 7.l12mm, t = 0.19mm,

dl = 10.951 mm, ds = 7.395mm; a) dz = 9.Omm; b) dz =

0.2mm; c) Two circuits, 10 + ZN = 18.Omm.
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g~ll = ~G22 = & + &3&l[~ – &3&711 ]-l&I

(3)

&~~ = 3G12 = 521 + ~23&ll[~ – &3& II]-l&l

Finally, the overall modal scattering matrix is obtained

by cascading the remaining two-port S-matrices [2, 3, 9].

In the computer analysis, only the two general discon-

tinuities (bi-furcation, T-junction) are calculated by up

to M=35 and N=25 modes. For all S-matrix combining

algorithms, however, only the lowest five to seven types

are select ed. This considerably speeds up the program and

provides data within the plotting accuracy compared with

the full-mode analysis. The CPU time for one set of input

parameters is about 10 minutes on an enhanced personal

computer. The design is carried out by pre-optimizing

the conventional met al insert filter (11 – 1~-1) [2] and the

stub sections (dl —dG) separately. An optimization routine

based on the evolution strategy [9] finally fine-tunes the

complete structure according to specified characteristics.
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Figure 4. Insertion loss of optimized Ka-band filter: a =

2b = 7.l12mm, t = 0.19mm, dl = d4 =10.!J51mm, d2 =

ds = ().2mm, d3 = dG = 7.395 mm, ~0 = 18 =8.998 mm,

11 = 17 = 1.465 mm, 12 = 16 =4.286mm, lS = 15 = 4.783 mm,

14 = 4.296mm; new design (solid line), conventional metal

insert filter (dashed line).

III. RESULTS

Figs. 3a and 3b show the different frequency responses

of a loosely and a tight coupled Ka-band stopband section,

respectively. Due to passband return losses below 10dB

the loosely coupled version is not suitable for the purpose

of this application. However, the reduction of the coupling

length d(dz, d5 in Fig. 2b) to the order of magnitude of the

strip thickness results in two attenuation peaks separated

by a new passband, which is designed according to the

midband frequency of the conventional metal insert filter.

Both, insertion loss and return loss, can be improved by

cascading two stopband sections as shown in Fig. 3c.

Fig. 4 shows the response of the new-class E-plane

filter in Ka-band (solid line). The basic shape of the pass-

band is kept constant compared with the conventional

design (dashed line), whereas the skirt selectivity is in-

creased significantly. Due to interactions of the stubs with

the main filter section in certain frequency regions the

stopband attenuation may be slightly lower than that of

the pure metal insert filter. However, these effects only oc-

cur beyond a certain attenuation level, e.g. 50dB, which

has been specified in the optimization process.

A W-band design at 94 GHz is shown in Fig. 5. Be-

sides the improvement in stopband attenuation, special

emphasis was placed on keeping the passband return loss

well above the 20dB level. In fact, the VS W R increases

from 1.11 (without stubs) to 1.15 (including stubs).
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Figure 5. Return loss and insertion loss of optimized W-

band filter: a = 2b = 2.54mm, t = 0.05mm, dl = dl =

3.799mm, d2 = ds = 0.066 mm, ds = dG =2.5~9mm, ZO = 18

—
s.@5mm, ~1 = 17 = 0..599 mm, 12 = & = 1.441mm,

1S = 15 = 1.832mm, 1A= 1.443 mm; new design (solid lines),

conventional metal insert filter (dashed line, insertion loss

only).
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A new E-plane integrated circuit filter structure has

been introduced, which is capable of improving the skirt

selectivity and stopband attenuation compared with con-

vent ional millimeter-wave designs. The component can

easily be realized utilizing E-plane manufacturing facil-

it ies, and it is well suited for applications beyond 100

GHz. Due to a rigorous field theory treatment no tun-

ing elements are required. The design software is PC-

compatible.
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